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Message from James
The great work that our industry delivers to the
construction industry is sometimes overlooked and is
certainly taken for granted, which is why it is important
that we come together to celebrate excellence in roofing
and cladding.

Lead Roofing Winner

British Museum —
Gallery of the Islamic World
Green Roof Winner

Clapham Park
Innovation Winner

Dylon Works

The Roofing Awards 2018 showcased some fantastic
projects in all roofing disciplines, from small domestic
properties, to large office developments, as well as local
and national landmarks.

Reinforced Bitumen Membrane Winner

Girdlestone Estate
Single Ply Winner

Hawthorns Care Home
Sheeting & Cladding / Rainscreen Winner

These projects are presented in the following pages as
a reminder that passion, workmanship and a commitment
to elevating our profession in the eyes of our clients
is thriving.

Hungerford Fire Station

I’m sure that the Roofing Awards 2019, which continues
to have the support from our Headline Sponsor SIG
Roofing and our other supporters, will prove to be
another demonstration of the best in class.
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James Talman
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Chief Executive
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Lead Roofing Winner

British Museum
Gallery of the Islamic World

2 / British Museum / Lead Roofing Winner

Full Metal Jacket re-installed the gallery’s
original 19th century roofing, applying
the latest ventilation standards.

British Museum / Lead Roofing Winner / 3

The British Museum’s newest gallery, which opened
in October 2018, has been completely refurbished,
opening up the two 19th century rooms 42-45 – on
the Museum’s upper floor, to improve the gallery
experience. The original roof had been laid in lead but
substituted with copper in the 1960s, so when the roof
covering needed replacing, the museum decided to
return it to its original lead design.
Complexity of the project
Full Metal Jacket had to renew the timber, incorporating
drips and ventilation, before fitting 45 tonnes of new lead
of 7, 8 and 9 Code.
Workmanship
The roof consists of several main flat roofs, each of the
roll ends bossed and dressed by hand. New lead gutters
were fitted with sumps and the rainwater pipe connections
formed at FMJ’s workshops.

The vertical cladding to the walls were fitted with vented
flashings at the abutments. Vents were also fitted at the
eaves and the vertical upstands to ensure cross ventilation
to the underside to ensure no interstitial condensation can
occur. The lead was all laid in accordance with BS 6915 to
allow for thermal movement.
Challenges
Being in central London all the lead deliveries had to be
carefully scheduled and timed.
About Full Metal Jacket
Since being founded in 1996, Full Metal Jacket 1996, has
worked with architects, planners and developers, bringing
schemes to life with the use of Lead and Metal to give the
best protection, an ageless style and yet practical solutions
to roofing and cladding the world over.
www.fmjlimited.co.uk

At a glance
Project
British Museum – Gallery of
the Islamic World
Roofing Awards 2018
Winner of the Lead Roofing
category
Client
British Museum
Location
Central London
Roof Covering
Lead
Roofing Contractor
Full Metal Jacket
Roofing Supplier
Associated Lead Mills

“

What Full Metal Jacket says
The roof consists of several main flat
roofs, each of the roll ends bossed
and dressed by hand.

Green Roof Winner

Clapham Park

4 / Clapham Park / Green Roof Winner

This innovative green roof solutions,
carefully installed by E&J Roberts Ltd met
stringent planning rules.

Clapham Park / Green Roof Winner / 5

Clapham Park is a residential development spread
over 36 hectares in the London Borough of Lambeth,
between Brixton, Streatham, Balham and Clapham.
A regeneration programme involved the demolition
of old housing stock to make way for new affordable
homes. This included the construction of a five-storey
building of 21 dwellings with a 500sqm biodiverse
green roof and solar PV array.
Complexity of the project
The planning requirements stipulated a BREEAM-rated
building that would meet both the National Planning
Policy Framework and the London Plan. A green roof and
solar PV array were therefore key to the project’s success,
despite the relatively small roof area. However, the Bauder
solutions managed to combine the two sustainability
criteria, leading to a BREEAM Outstanding rating for the
building and a reduction in resident energy bills.
The green roof, which includes 35 plant species
recognised by the RHS as ‘Perfect for Pollinators’, covers
the whole roof area and offers a large variety of vegetation.
The building reduces its carbon impact with the highly
efficient PIR insulation and generates approximatively
10% of the flats usage with a maximum possible output of
75kWp from the 70 PV modules.
Workmanship
As with most modern roof spaces, the scheme had to be
designed and installed around soil vent pipes, access
hatches and telecom receivers. Careful installation in the
limited space and within a tight schedule, was therefore
critical to the roof’s success, and the contractor EJ Roberts
demonstrated excellent workmanship in the installation
of the Bauder Bituminous Membranes and a meticulous
approach to the challenging roof details. Excellent project
management and site orderliness was also crucial.

Innovation
The project utilised Bauder BioSOLAR, which is an
integrated solution for mounting solar PV arrays on
green roofs where the substrate and vegetation provide
the ballasted installation mechanism. This removed the
need to penetrate the waterproofing to secure the PV
installation. The front edge of the PV panel is set at around
300mm above the level of the substrate, which allows
liberal growing room for the extensive vegetation without
blocking light.
Challenges
The construction programme scheduled roof completion
during mid-winter so that other trades could access the
roof to complete their works. This meant the roof could not
be established until the spring of 2017. However, Bauder
used a unique mix of seed, tackifier and mycorrhizal
fungus to maximise the germination, which is particularly
important when surface watering is not possible. It enabled
fast establishment between seeding in April and June, with
many British native wildflowers giving a valuable source of
nectar to pollinators by August.
About EJ Roberts
Working throughout the South East, we specialise in
multi-disciplined roofing packages, consisting of slating,
tiling, asphalt, high performance felt membranes, hot melt
systems, lead, zinc, copper, single ply systems and green
roofs.
www.robertsroofing.co.uk

At a glance
Project
Clapham Park
Roofing Awards 2018
Winner of Green Roof
category
Client
Metropolitan Housing
Association
Location
London Borough of
Lambeth
Roof covering
Green
Roofing Contractor
E&J Roberts Ltd
PV Installer
M&M Electrical Ltd
Supplier
Bauder Ltd
Products
Bauder Total Green Roof
System; Bauder BioSOLAR;
Flora 3 Seed Mix
BREEAM Rating
Outstanding

“

What Bauder says
This approach met the planning
requirements and maximised the
limited roof space to generate energy
for the residents. The development was
certified BREEAM ‘Outstanding’ due to
its environmental, economic and social
sustainability attributes.

Dylon Works

Innovation Winner

6 / Dylon Works / Innovation Winner

One of London’s largest blue roof
developments required exceptional
collaboration and workmanship to
ensure it stands the test of time.

Dylon Works / Innovation Winner / 7

Built on the site of the 1930s Dylon textile dying
factory in Lower Sydenham, this 1.1 hectare Crest
Nicholson development features 223 apartments, retail
space and a creche for 80 children. Working alongside
Tilbury Contracts and architect Scott Brownrigg,
Axter provided waterproofing designs for the central
podium, green roofs and blue roofs.
Complexity
With a total area of 0.7 hectares, Dylon Works represents
one of the biggest blue developments in London. One
blue roof of 800sqm relies on a single restricted rainwater
outlet to achieve the required flow rate for the site,
meaning that the site is actively contributing to protecting
the waterways of England, as the total run off for the
project is limited to 10l/s. The design had to be modelled
over a 300-year period, taking in to consideration likely
climate change and predicted peak rainfall events.
The roof is also bio-diverse, contributing to the local
ecosystem, and has a fully integrated PV system that
provides the majority of the electricity for the occupants.
Workmanship
Axter’s Wilotekt-Plus hot melt system was used as the
vapour control layer (VCL). This provided an extremely
robust working platform that allowed the superstructure
and external cladding of the building to be installed, prior
to the installation of the waterproofing system.
On top of the VCL, there are two layers of 110mm Hytherm
ADH insulation boards that achieve a target u-value
of 0.10 – again adding to the high performance of the
building – over which a 3mm self-adhesive bituminous
membrane and 4mm root resistant cap sheet was installed.

The system was visually inspected throughout installation
and then tested using a unique differential pressure testing
method to ensure that the roof was watertight, prior to the
installation of the 85mm blue roof system, and the biodiverse roof finishes on top of that.
Axter was involved with the project from planning through
to completion, having first started working alongside the
architect, Scott Brownrigg, in 2015. This collaborative
approach ensured there were no NHBC compliance issues
and that all the waterproofing details were designed
correctly and in accordance with the British Standards.
Working closely with Crest Nicholson, Axter ensured the
roof was installed to the highest possible standards, with
site inspections at least once every two weeks to enable
any issues to be quickly resolved.
Other challenges
Axter had to develop a solution that enable the scaffolding
to be installed and taken down, prior to completion of the
main waterproofing works. This involved the use of our
Starcoat PMMA system for a flame-free application, once
the doors where installed.
About Tilbury Contracts
Trading since 1975, Tilbury Contracts are approved
contractors for most of the leading membrane
manufacturers and suppliers and combine the use of
the best products with our own qualified and trained
applicators to ensure the best possible solution to our
customers needs.
www.tilburycontracts.com

At a glance
Project
Dylon Works
Roofing Awards 2018
Winner of Innovation
category
Client
Crest Nicholson
Location
London Borough of
Bromley
Roof covering
Blue Roof
Architect
Scott Brownrigg
Roofing Contractor
Tilbury Contracts
Product Supplier
Axter

“

What Axter says
Our mission is to protect buildings and
people from the elements by designing
and manufacturing the highest quality
waterproofing membranes, while delivering an
‘above and beyond’ service that instils trust in
our customers and positions us as a premium yet
cost effective provider.

Reinforced Bitumen Membrane Winner

Girdlestone Estate

8 / Girdlestone Estate / Reinforced Bitumen Membrane Winner

The roof of one of Islington’s largest
housing estates needed urgent repair to
solve long-standing ponding issues.

Girdlestone Estate / Reinforced Bitumen Membrane Winner / 9
Girdlestone Estate is one of the largest residential
estates in the London Borough of Islington and
according to the council was one of the worst hit
by damp, which is why it had invested £22m in
renovation.
A key part of the work was the complete replacement
of the flat roof. A previous refurbishment in the 1990s
had created a shallow pitched metal butterfly roof with
integral gutters. The integrity of the roofs failed and
became problematic, and a catalogue of water ingress and
remedial works had ensued.
A long history of repairs had been undertaken by the
building owner to rectify the problem, which included
significant costs to coat all of the metal gutters which ran
throughout the roof. Despite the considerable effort by the
client to protect their residents, the water ingress into the
properties below had continued.
Complexity
Langley Waterproofing Systems and contractor Opus
Waterproofing Solutions worked with Mears Group plc, the
framework contractor for the Borough to remove a section
of roof to inspect what lay beneath. Saturated mineral
wool insulation was discovered throughout the void, and
therefore the only option was to strip the metal roof and
start afresh.

“

At a glance
Project
Girdlestone Estate
Roofing Awards 2018
Winner of the RBM
category
Client
London Borough of
Islington
Location
Holloway
Roof Covering
Reinforced Bitumen
Membrane
Roofing Contractor
Opus Waterproofing
Solutions
Product Supplier
Langley Waterproofing
Systems

An ambitious programme was embarked upon, meaning
that lead times would be a problem for the manufacture
of rooflights and tapered insulation. Therefore, Langley
took a pro-active approach to the design of the roof
system, drawing upon intimate knowledge of the type of
construction.
Workmanship
Tapered insulation, rooflights, outlets and drainage
calculations were manufactured based on the assumptions
from one block. A rolling programme was introduced with
communication from Mears Plc and Opus paramount to
the success of the project by allowing inspections on the
original roof to be undertaken the day it was exposed,
allowing any changes to design to be implemented
immediately.
About Opus Waterproofing Solutions
Opus Waterproofing Solutions Limited has over 30 years
expertise and experience, providing specialist roofing
services to industrial, commercial and residential clients.
We are approved by all major suppliers of roofing
products and accredited to all the appropriate trade
associations.
www.opuswaterproofing.co.uk

What Opus Waterproofing Solutions says
Workmanship was of the highest standard,
with Opus Waterproofing Ltd using both highly
skilled labour and training apprentices, thus
demonstrating a commitment to upskilling
labour within the roofing industry.

Single Ply Winner

Hawthorns Care Home

10 / Hawthorns Care Home / Single Ply Winner

Hawthorns Care Home / Single Ply Winner / 11

Attention to detail and efficient delivery
helped Ithaca Roofing give the client a
quality roof ahead of schedule.

The project involved the full design and build of
a 7,637sqm Independent Living Community, The
Hawthorns, in Northampton. The building is comprised
of 61 Independent Living apartments and facilities for
the elderly.
Complexity of the project
The most complex elements of the project were the
installation of the Sika Trocal drip detail over the render,
which meant ensuring that the lines of the parapet looked
as sharp as possible. This involved a lot of snipping of
laminate trims and detail welding to suit.
The project’s complexity was enhanced with the inclusion
of six balconies, two terraces and a car park podium. Each
required a high-quality waterproof system in the form of
Sika Trocal SGmA, ballasted roof waterproofing membrane
build-up and paving finish. In total, we provided 3,000sqm
of waterproof roofing.

Workmanship
Workmanship needed to be at its highest level, chased
and returned into the brick work so that the terrace roof
upstand details looked their best above the paving.
There were many penetrations throughout the main roof,
including valley lines, which meant ensuring the details
would not fail.
Ithaca Roofing installed Sika Trocal’s Type ‘S’ system to
the building’s two main roofs which covered a 2,300sqm
area. Aided by the membrane’s light, easy-handling
ability, installers worked quickly and concisely to minimise
disruption to other nearby trades and avoid project delays.
This required implementing the highest safety standards to
eliminate the potential for on-site injury.
Despite its complexity, the project was competed ahead
of the client’s deadline so that the care home could be
opened in the summer of 2018. A man-safe rail was also
fitted so that future roof inspections or maintenance could
be carried out without incident.
Challenges
In addition to the roof’s main body, Ithaca Roofing installed
1.5m parapets, which presented a challenge because each
huge section had to fit precisely in order to create a crisp,
uniform finish to the building’s edges.
About Ithaca Roofing
Established in 2004, Ithaca has extensive experience in the
roofing industry carrying out both new and re-roof works
together with reactive and planned maintenance. Ithaca
has established a track record of delivering services to
main contractors, local authorities, NHS, a range of housing
associations and as well as residential customers.
www.ithacaroofing.com

At a glance
Project
Hawthorns Care Home
Roofing Awards 2018
Winner of the Single Ply
category
Location
Northampton
Roof covering
Single Ply
Client
Avery Healthcare Group
Main Contractor
Natta Building Company
Roofing Contractor
Ithaca Roofing
Supplier
Sika Trocal

“

What Ithaca Roofing says
We at Ithaca Roofing strive to ensure
each project is carried out to the
high standards we have come to be
accustomed to. We will continue
to impress our clients with the
workmanship that was portrayed at
the Hawthorns.

Hungerford Fire Station

Sheeting & Cladding / Rainscreen Winner

12 / Hungerford Fire Station / Sheeting & Cladding / Rainscreen Winner

The complex curved and concave
cladding, with very tight tolerances,
demanded the utmost workmanship and
attention to detail from Malone.

Hungerford Fire Station / Sheeting & Cladding / Rainscreen Winner / 13

The client wanted to transform the existing fire station
into Berkshire’s first ‘tri-service’ station, providing
shared facilities for Royal Berkshire Fire and Rescue
Service, Thames Valley Police and South Central
Ambulance Service. The building facilities also required
the need for new training and equipment to address
the challenges faced by modern fire fighters.
Complexity
The most complex elements for Malone Roofing were the
concave and convex curves, along with the need to keep
a continuous line when changing from the roof to vertical
cladding.
Workmanship
Workmanship needed to be of the highest standard in
order to get the lines and level correct as the roof changes
planes and direction. The Kalzip 65/400 1mm thick roofing
system was chosen due to its flexibility in creating complex
angles with neat lines.
Malone Roofing had very little tolerance in the system so
had to collaborate closely with the steel workers to ensure
the correct levels. The soffit and eaves were site measured
bespoke to the building and fabricated by the company’s
fabricator.

The system build-up was Kalzip TR35/200 liner Sheet,
Kalzip VCL, Kalzip 240mm Mineral Wool Insulation, Kalzip
E180 Halters with Halter Fixings with Kalzip 65/400 Coversheet 1mm thick with red PVDF coating.
Challenges
The biggest challenges included the tight tolerances,
fabricating the curves and bespoke metal works needed
to meet the change of levels. It meant close collaboration
with main contractor, Kalzip and installation team to produce this striking look while overcoming the difficulties of
bespoke fabrication and design.
About Malone Roofing
Established in 1979, we have built a strong reputation for
high quality and cost-effective roofing solutions to the
construction Industry. Offering high quality systems with
comprehensive insurance backed guarantees, we are an
approved installer of the main recognised roofing systems
and disciplines, including Kalzip Aluminium Standing
Seam, Single Ply, Mastic Asphalt and Liquid Coatings.
www.maloneroofing.co.uk

“

At a glance
Project
Hungerford Fire Station
Roofing Awards 2018
Winner of Sheeting &
Cladding Category
Client
Royal Berkshire Fire &
Rescue Service
Location
Hungerford
Architect
HLM Architects
Main Contractor
Beard Construction
Roofing Contractor
Malone Roofing (Newbury)
Product
Kalzip

What Malone Roofing says
Malone Roofing are very pleased
to be 2018 NFRC Winners
for the Sheeting & Cladding /
Rainscreen category. We are proud
to be involved with this unique
prototypical build that signifies
the future brand for Berkshire local
community fire stations. Malone
Roofing excels at delivering
complete roofing solutions to
all types of projects across all
industries.

Liquid Applied Roofing & Waterproofing and Hot Melt Winner

Little Chapel

14 / Little Chapel / Liquid Applied Roofing & Waterproofing and Hot Melt Winner

The roof of Europe’s smallest working
church needed urgent repair but
the choice of product and excellent
workmanship enhanced the building.

Little Chapel / Liquid Applied Roofing & Waterproofing and Hot Melt Winner / 15

The Little Chapel located in the heart of Guernsey is a
mere 4.87m by 2.74m, making it possibly the smallest
functioning chapel in Europe, if not the world.
The chapel was partially built in 1939 by Brother Deodat
Antoine of the ‘Brothers of the Christian Schools’ Catholic
religious order. Encrusted with a mosaic of broken china,
pebbles and shell, it was inspired by a similar chapel at
Lourdes and is the third chapel built on the site, after the
first two were demolished in 1914 and 1923 due to their
even smaller sizes.
After 30 years of use, the asphalt roof finish had begun
sagging, cracking and leaking, causing water ingress into
the substrate.
Complexity of the project
Having never been finished, the chapel had been
undergoing a long-term programme of restoration to
create a structurally sound building that retains the beauty
of the original vision. This meant first underpinning and
securing the foundations for the first time in over 100
years.
The next priority was to fix the roof. The asphalt and
underlying concrete was hollow and had to be completely
removed, exposing the substrate of soil and clink. Repairs
to the cracks in the ceiling therefore had to made from the
inside.
The new roof comprises three layers of concrete, 340
stainless-steel plugs, a stainless-steel mesh and a final
coating of concrete and the task of making the new
concrete surface waterproof fell to local Polyroof-approved
contractor Sarnian Roofing Ltd. Polyroof’s Protec System

was chosen as the waterproofing solution because of its
ability to be applied directly to the concrete in order to
form a lightweight, seamless and durable waterproofing
membrane.
Workmanship
The first stage was to make the entire roof area fully
watertight. After sealing the porous concrete surface with
a coating of primer, the first coat of Protec was applied,
incorporating fibreglass reinforcement. After 30 minutes
the coating had cured, and the second coat was applied to
the whole roof area.
A coating of Polyfinish was also applied to provide extra
protection to areas where new mortar had been laid to
re-embed the pebbles and seashells, which had been
painstakingly removed from the old roof.
The architect chose a sanded decorative finish to
complement the building’s mosaic exterior and a third coat
of Protec was applied, with quartz sand was broadcast into
the resin while it was still wet. After brushing off the excess
sand, the whole roof surface was sealed with an application
of Polyfinish Clear.
Innovation
The aspiration of the client and architect was not just to
install a weathertight roof but to create one that enhanced
the overall aesthetics of this historic local landmark. This
was achieved by sealing the quartz with Polyfinish Clear,
which was key to the new roof elevating the entire look
of the building. The client thought this unexpected visual
bonus provided by the product gave the mosaic exterior “a
tiny bit of sparkle, just like another coat of varnish”.
About Sarnian Roofing
Sarnian Roofing Ltd has been proudly servicing Guernsey
in the Channel Islands for 34 years. We specialize in all
types of roofing from flat to pitched roofing.

“

At a glance
Project
Little Chapel
Roofing Awards 2018
Winner of the Liquid
Applied category
Client
Little Chapel Foundation
Location
Roof Covering
Asphalt
Architect
CCD Chartered Architects
Roofing Contractor
Sarnian Roofing Ltd
Product Supplier
Polyroof
Products
Protec, Polyfinish

What Andy Gavey, director of Sarnian
Roofing says:
As a boy I would regularly visit
The Little Chapel and I’ve always
been blown away by its beauty
and character. To get the chance
to help restore the building to its
full potential is a dream come true
for me – this has to be my favourite
roofing project yet. Polyroof’s
contribution towards the roofing
works has meant that we were able
to provide a top-quality roofing
solution that has done justice to the
amazing exterior of the building.

www.sarnianroofing.com

Heritage Roofing Winner

Llwyn Celyn Hall

16 / Llwyn Celyn Hall / Heritage Roofing Winner

Rowlands Roofing helped restore Wales’
finest medieval hall to its former glory
helping a new generation of roofers to
learn heritage roofing skills along the
way.

Llwyn Celyn Hall / Heritage Roofing Winner / 17

Built in 1420, the Grade I listed Llewn Celyn Hall,
which is set in Brecon Beacons National Park, is
considered by CADW to be one of the best surviving
hall houses in Wales. However, the building had
become dilapidated and in 2007 the Landmark Trust
began raising £4.2m, including £2.25m from the
National Lottery Fund to restore the building into an
educational and exhibition space.
Complexity of the project
Rowlands Roofing were tasked with removing the existing
random diminishing stone tiles to allow major roof and
structural repairs, before a sympathetic reinstatement of
the existing tiles and sourcing of matching tiles from a
local quarry.
Workmanship
The team recorded and stripped the tile courses, with
good stone tiles sorted for size and graded. The battening
was a mixture of softwood and cleft oak in areas where
the rafters were exposed. The sympathetic replacement
of existing stone tiles required a meticulous approach to
achieve an even course.

As can often be the case with these projects, sourcing
enough reclaimed stone tiles for the remaining roof area
was a challenge. Therefore, the team had to work with the
local quarry to ensure the new stones were cut to size and
dressed in order to match the existing roof tiles. Because
the site was exposed, Rowlands Roofing used BS 5534 to
calculate the correct head-lap and side-lap.
Public engagement
Rowlands Roofing took the opportunity to share their
knowledge and skills with the public during various open
weekends, including talks and demonstrations about the
methods of work and materials involved. A highlight was a
day organised by the Wales National Roof Training Group
funded by the Construction Wales Innovation Centre and
CADW aimed at expanding the heritage knowledge of
local roofing trainees and apprentices.
About Rowlands Roofing
With over 30 years in the roofing industry, we are experts
in fixing and fitting all kinds of roofs, with specialist
knowledge of restoring period properties as well as cutting
edge contemporary designs. We are passionate about
the use of reclaimed materials, having seen time and
again how these can transform the look of a property. This
technique not only provides an aesthetically pleasing finish
that maintains and enhances the character of the property,
it also reduces waste and is kind to the environment.
www.rowlandsroofing.co.uk

“

At a glance
Project
Llewn Celyn Hall
Roofing Awards 2018
Winner of Heritage Roofing
category
Client
The Landmark Trust
Location
Brecon Beacons National
Park
Roof covering
Stone tiles (heritage)
Roofing Contractor
Rowlands Roofing

What Rowlands Roofing says
The apprentices were able to gain
valuable experience of using stone
tiles fixed on Cleft Oak Lath on
elevations where the ceilings were
exposed, as well as working on the
rare Welsh Open Valley detail.

Marshalls Yard Development

Roof Slating Winner

18 / Marshalls Yard Development / Roof Slating Winner

At a glance
Project
Marshalls Yard
Development
Roofing Awards 2018
Winner of Roof Slating
category
Client
Burghley Developments
Location
Stamford
Roof covering
Collyweston Slate
Client
Burghley Developments
Architect
Harris McCormack
Roofing Contractor
Claude N Smith

This new development in a conservation
area required a traditional Collyweston
slate covering, which Claude N Smith,
delivered with great craftsmanship.

Marshalls Yard Development / Roof Slating Winner / 19

Marshalls Yard is a former car garage located in a
conservation area in the centre of Stamford and
surrounded by Georgian listed buildings. The yard
was made up of different semi-industrial buildings,
which had become run down and an eyesore. Harris
McCormack, a well-known Stamford Architect was
tasked by Burghley Developments to design 12
Georgian style local stone town houses in keeping with
the conservation area. The site was cleared, and all
reusable materials were salvaged, including the local
Collyweston limestone roof slates.
Complexity of the project
Four of the 12 townhouses were built on the roadside and
therefore needed to fit into the surrounding conservation
setting, so Claude N Smith used the reclaimed Collyweston
slates on the front roadside elevation. Dormer windows
were designed to replicate the traditional local style,
using a mix of laced valley Collyweston slates and lead flat
roofing.

“

What Claude N Smith says
Collyweston slate is an historic local stone
slate roofing material that dates back to
Roman times so we were pleased to be able
to use it on this modern development and
keep the tradition alive and well

Likewise, the ridge tiles had clay hogs to replicate adjacent
houses, with mortar bedded in place. However, this
contradicted Part L of building regulations, which require
all ridges on new buildings to be dry and mechanically
fixed. After consulting the NFRC, a compromise was
agreed between the different council departments that a
long stainless-steel screw could be used through the top of
each ridge tile, fixed to the ridge board, as well as keeping
the mortar bedding in position.

Workmanship
All the reclaimed slates were transported to the team’s
premises in pallet crates so that the old mortar could be
cleaned off each slate, re-dressed on three sides, and a nail
hole drilled at the top of each slate where needed.
Every slate was then measured into 26 different length
sizes from Long Tens (24”) to Outrules (5,1/2”) and
crated into each of the different sizes. TLX Gold breather
membrane was used as to maximise the energy efficiency
of the building as all third-floor rooms had vaulted ceilings.
Since there were 26 differently size slates and a rafter
length of 6.1m, Claude N Smith’s slaters had to calculate
the quantity of each size of reclaimed slates in order
to make a batten rod, which would include the correct
number of slate courses of the same size slates. This would
allow them to fix the battens on the roof in exactly the
correct place for the head of the slate to be nailed into.
Challenges
The relatively small size of site meant that strict safety
needed to be implemented on every stage of the building
process, limiting access to plant vehicles and materials
brought in during a pre-organised time slot. Being
located in the centre of town, access and parking was very
restrictive so all pallets of slates needed for the day had
to be teleported onto the scaffold loading bay early every
morning.
About Claude N Smith
We specialise in Collyweston slating and this is the only
type of roofing we undertake. Collyweston slate is a historic
stone slate that was traditionally split using the natural
freeze thawing process, however, increasingly mild winters
made this difficult and mining uneconomical. In 2017 we
started mining new Collyweston slates using industrial
freezers to split the stone so that Collyweston slating is no
longer reliant on reclaimed slates.
www.claudesmith.co.uk

New Bracken House

Large Scale Project Winner

20 / Marshalls Yard Development / Large Scale Project Winner

This Grade II listed office required the
best in restoration and modern roofing
techniques, which Partnering Contractors
delivered throughout to completion.

Marshalls Yard Development / Large Scale Project Winner / 21

Originally completed in 1959, Bracken House was
named after Bernard Bracken, the former chairman
of the Financial Times, which was published there
until the 1980s. The newspaper makes its return to
the Grade II listed building following a complete
refurbishment and fit-out by McLaren Construction.
Located as it is next to St Paul’s Cathedral, the project
involved the careful renovation of the façade, but with
the inclusion of a 2,800sqm rooftop garden, complete
with racetrack.
Complexity of the project
Partnering Contractors Ltd were tasked with renovating
the copper copings and reinstated the full perimeter
gutter using a liquid waterproofing system, in keeping with
stringent conservation requirements. The team also used
an inverted hot melt system to create the multi-purpose
roof garden, comprising break out areas, planters and a
150m roof-top running track.
Workmanship
This project involved a whole variety of specialists,
including liquid waterproofers, lead workers, fully
supported metal installers, hot melt waterproofers, metal
fabricators and irrigation installers.

“

At a glance
Project
New Bracken House
Roofing Awards 2018
Winner of Large Scale
Project category
Client
Obayashi Group
Location
City of London
Architect
John Robertson Architects
Main Contractor
McLaren Construction
Roofing Contractor
Partnering Contractors
Product Suppliers
Radmat Building Products;
Tobermore; Taylor Maxwell;
Kinley; MF Roofcraft;
Foamglas
BREEAM Rating
Very Good

What Partnering Contractors says
We were delighted to win the award
for Large Scale Project, especially as
it’s our first entry in the UK Roofing
Awards. We are fortunate enough
to have directorship with over 50
years ‘on-the-tools’ experience and
knowledge, including an MD who
has an incredible technical expertise
and solutions-based approach.

The works involved stripping the existing single ply and
removing the insulation and VCL, before laying the Radmat
Permaquik 6100 hotmelt compound directly to substrate.
Radmat Quantum VIP insulation was used to achieve 0.16
weighted so that the FFLs stayed within the conservation
restrictions required to preserve St Paul’s Cathedral skyline.
Ballast was laid across the entire area to give a minimum
wind uplift load of 85kg/sqm, with Kinley Terrafina
composite decking installed to provide a flat walkway over
plinths of varying heights. The Taylor Maxwell’s Vobster
reconstituted Portland stone needed to be individually
cut so that it followed the natural curve of the building.
The team also installed paving, which the manufacturer
Tobermore had designed in the Financial Times pink
colour.
The excellent workmanship and project delivery resulted in
Partnering Contractors receiving a McLaren sub-contractor
of the month award and five health & safety awards.
Challenges
Any major refurbishment will involve challenges and the
New Bracken House project was no exception. Being in
the City of London, next to St Paul’s Cathedral, the team
had to keep within a 3mm tolerance in order to meet the
strict conservation height restrictions that preserve St
Paul’s skyline, while new copper material had to match the
original copper casings, which had to be replaced because
they had become too fragile.
Cutting the reconstituted Portland stone to form a curve
also presented a significant design and installation
challenge, while the stripping out of the existing singleply itself uncovered issues that the team had to deal. This
included 50mm raised structural beams that needed to be
reinforced and required the decking pedestal sizes to be
changed.
Finally, the team had to plan the logistics meticulously on
this central London site, using hoists to transport materials
to the roof.
Innovation
Partnering Contractors utilised a number of technologies
to improve the delivery of this project. For example, a
laser hotwire was used to cut the insulation to prevent the
spread of dust, while a Quantum Plus vacuum insulation
pack helped achieve highest U value with minimum
thickness. The team also used a laser level to ensure the
FFLs were strictly adhered to.
About Partnering Contractors*
We have extensive experience in roofing and we cover
projects of all sizes in public and private sectors. We also
have a Responsive Repairs division which allows us to
provide flexibility in the services offered and allow us to
adapt our solutions to fit with our client’s requirements.
Our in-house design team can assist with BIM/Revit/CAD
and like to get involved at early design stage to ensure that
any problems which could arise are negated before works
commence.

* Partnering Contractors Ltd is no
longer operating

www.pcl.direct

Small Scale Project Winner

Rose Cottage
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Faced with a tight budget, Cure Roofing
Ltd, installed a lower cost and lightweight
alternative to zinc with the same visual
impact.

“

What Cure Roofing says
Having originally considered a
zinc sheeted system, the owners
discovered Polyroof and quickly
concluded that their simulated metal
finish roofs were the best on offer.

At a glance
Project
Rose Cottage
Roofing Awards 2018
Winner of Large Scale
Project category
Client
Private
Roof Covering
Liquid applied
waterproofing
Architect
JHM
Roofing Contractor
Cure Roofing Ltd
Product Supplier
Polyroof

The client wanted a new roof for an extension, which
matched the original building’s aesthetics. The roof
covering had the same visual impact as zinc but at a
lower cost, in keeping within the client’s strict budget.
Complexity of the project
After discussions with Cure Roofing, a Polyroof simulated
metal finish was proposed as a roofing solution that would
meet all the client’s requirements. In addition to bringing
important cost savings to the client who was operating
to a strict budget, the Polyroof solution was lighter in
weight, totally seamless and could be pigmented to any
RAL colour. Having no scrap value, the client also had the
added peace-of-mind that the roof would not be a target
for theft.
Workmanship
Cure Roofing constructed a timber warm roof, which
incorporated 120mm PIR insulation to achieve a U-Value
of 0.18 W/m2K in compliance with building regulations.
An OSB3 TG4 deck was fitted above the insulation and
Polyroof pre-formed GRP standing seam trims were fixed at
600mm centres into the deck.

Next, the first coat of the waterproofing system was
applied over the whole roof area and the standing seam
trims. Once dry, the roof was meticulously sanded to
create a smooth, totally defect-free surface. The roof was
finished with a second coat of Protec pigmented to RAL
7016 providing an anthracite grey colour to the whole roof,
faithfully simulating the appearance of zinc roof sheets.
Innovation
Having originally considered a zinc sheeted system, the
owners discovered Polyroof and quickly concluded that
their simulated metal finish roofs were the best on offer.
About Cure Roofing
Established in 1993, Cure Roofing apply liquid roof
membranes, particularly GRP roofing, which is our
speciality.
www.cureroofing.co.uk

Fully Supported Metal Winner

Royal Victoria Pavilion
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Roof of
the Year

The zinc roof of this much-loved landmark
was restored to its former glory for the
benefit of of the whole seafront, earning
Full Metal Jacket the Fully Supported
Metal and Roof of the Year Awards.
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Located a stone’s throw from Ramsgate’s beach,
this 1,858sqm Edwardian pavilion has been
the centrepiece of the town’s sea front since its
construction in 1903. The building was designed as a
concert hall and assembly rooms, complete with a sun
deck, the stand-out feature being its zinc roof.
Unfortunately, the Grade II listed Pavilion, which had been
unoccupied since 2008, suffered extensive fire damage in
2011 and the derelict building had become an eyesore.
Then in 2016, the Weatherspoon’s pub chain began its
£5m renovation to make it the chain’s largest pub and Full
Metal Jacket were commissioned to restore the roof to its
former glory.
Complexity of the project
The project involved the removal of the existing zinc
covering and renewal of the crown and curved mansard
roofs, as well as re-establishing ten circular dormer
windows that were part of the original design in 1903. As
the project was a listed building, Full Metal Jacket had to
keep the original design concept while incorporating upto-date ventilation details.

“

Workmanship
The most striking feature of the building is its zinc roof,
comprising a crown and mansard roofs, which Full Metal
Jacket completely re-established, along with 10 circular
dormer windows. The original design features had to be
maintained, while incorporating up-to-date ventilation
details.
Challenges
The team had to contend with all weathers on this exposed
site on Kent’s North Sea coast.
About Full Metal Jacket
Since being founded in 1996, Full Metal Jacket, has
worked with architects, planners and developers, bringing
schemes to life with the use of lead and metal to give the
best protection, an ageless style and yet practical solutions
to roofing and cladding the world over.
www.fmjlimited.co.uk

What the Roofing Awards 2018 judges said
The judges voted unanimously for the level of craftsmanship
demonstrated by Full Metal Jacket and the level of commitment to
quality they had maintained despite the exposed location of the
building. The judges were impressed by the aesthetics of the roof
and its contribution towards the restoration of this former local
landmark from a derelict eyesore, into a centre-piece of Ramsgate’s
sea front. The judges therefore felt that in addition to the technical
excellence demonstrated by Full Metal Jacket, the Royal Victoria
Pavilion project also exemplified how a roof could have a direct
positive impact on a local area for the benefit of the community.
At a glance
Project
Royal Victoria Pavilion
Roofing Awards 2018
Winner of the Fully
Supported Metal category
and the Roof of the Year
Award 2018
Client
Weatherspoon’s
Location
Ramsgate
Roof covering
Zinc
Roofing Contractor
Full Metal Jacket

Mastic Asphalt Winner

St Paul’s Cathedral
Stone Gallery
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The dome of Britain’s iconic building had
survived the Blitz but Sussex Asphalte had
to replace 100-year-old asphalt.
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With its spectacular dome, St Paul’s Cathedral is
one of Britain’s iconic buildings; the resting place of
the nation’s great and good, including Nelson and
Wellington, as well as the host of a Royal wedding and
a key location for multiple films.
Constructed by Sir Christopher Wren following the Great
Fire of London, the building has also survived the Blitz and
encroaching developments, but in 2017 the 416sqm of
mastic asphalt, first laid in 1906 around the Stone Gallery
that encircles the dome, needed urgent renewal after it
began letting in water into the gallery and damaging the
artwork within the dome.
Contractor Sussex Asphalte Ltd, replaced the failing
asphalt with IKO Permaphalt, a polymer-modified mastic
asphalt that provides long-term durability, increased
fatigue resistance, enhanced temperature stability and
carbon neutral properties.
Complexity of the project
The Stone Gallery includes a central gutter covered by
iron grills that had to be removed, cleaned and refitted
on the new asphalt. To ensure the correct width of asphalt
was applied a gutter template needed to be fabricated
and used as a guide by the asphalters, requiring skilled
precision work. Other detailed asphalt works involved
adjustments to rainwater outlets to improve drainage, and
vertical upstand into a chase, including a double angle
fillet around the Stone Gallery’s circumference.
Workmanship
Successful project management and asphalt installation, in
accordance with BS 8218:1998, was key to conserving one
of the most important architectural structures in the UK and
works had to be phased to enable continued public access
to Stone Gallery sections.

Asphalt was stripped and re-laid in sections to ensure
watertightness. This enabled the client to view the
condition of the Portland Stone paving beneath the
asphalt.
The first coat of IKO Permaphalt was applied at 10mm
to level out old stone, a second coat was also applied
at 10mm and a third coat was applied at 15mm with
associated details and solar reflective paint to exposed
upstands. Given the conservation and architectural
significance of St Paul’s, Sussex Asphalte hosted a site
visit by a large group of surveyors to promote the roofing
profession and asphalt installation by highly skilled
craftsmen.
Challenges
The Stone Gallery was 53m high and given the sensitivity
of the building, it was necessary to create a system of three
hoists to ensure materials and waste could be transported
on and off site and required careful management.
Given the age of the asphalt being stripped, the client was
provided the opportunity to view the original exposed
Portland Stone. However, the stripping revealed a disused
stairwell in the Gallery. After the Clerk to St Paul’s took
a photographic record, the void was made safe and
resurfaced.
St Paul’s Cathedral remained operational during the works
including holding services. Asphalters had to ensure works
did not disturb services taking place in the Cathedral.
About Sussex Asphalte
Established in 1948, Sussex Asphalte is a third-generation
family-owned professional flat roofing specialist in Mastic
Asphalt, Reinforced Bitumen Membranes, Cold Applied
Liquids, and Single Ply.
www.sussexasphalte.co.uk

At a glance
Project
Stone Gallery, St Paul’s
Cathedral
Roofing Awards 2018
Winner of Mastic Asphalt
category
Client
St Paul’s Cathedral
Location
London
Roof covering
Mastic Asphalt
Main Contractor
Sykes & Son
Roofing Contractor
Sussex Asphalte
Supplier
IKO Plc
Product
IKO Permaphalt

“

What Sussex Asphalte says
St Paul’s Cathedral is one of the most
important buildings in the UK if not the world.
The opportunity to contribute to its renovation
using mastic asphalt on the iconic Stone
Gallery was a unique one, not only for Sussex
Asphalte, but also the mastic asphalt industry.

Industry Choice Award Winner

The Bund
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The latest landmark at Manchester’s
Media City, features a striking zinc
roof delivered to the highest levels of
workmanship.
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Longworth partnered with SIG Zinc & Copper to install
the stunning elZinc Rainbow Gold Protect cladding
for a new bar-restaurant in the heart of Salford Quays.
Designed, by Reid Architects, the complex angles of
this zinc roof covering, is the standout feature of this
building, which is already becoming a local landmark.
Complexity of the project
Longworth’s design was incredibly complex and required
close cooperation with Reid Architects using the latest 3D
modelling software to design and construct the angular
polyhedron shape of the building. Constructing from
just primary steelwork outwards, a bespoke designed
secondary-steel frame was required to achieve the many
acute angles.
The roof design has multiple falls that meet at low pitch,
too shallow to form an effective valley gutter, meaning
that water would be trapped behind the standing seams.
Longworth, therefore created a set of falls to meet the
design, while allowing water to evacuate quickly. This
included creating slopes that pitched in two directions,
which they tested with coloured water.

“

What Longworth says
With its sharp lines, defined angles,
plus perfect alignment that is visible
360˚ from both the ground and the
air, The Bund represents the true
spirit of ancient ‘alchemy,’ forging
the best craftsmanship and modern
design.
At a glance
Project
The Bund
Roofing Awards 2018
Industry Choice Award
Client
Living Ventures
Location
Media City, Manchester
Roof covering
Zinc
Architect
Reid Architects
Roofing Contractor
Longworth
Product Supplier
SIG Zinc & Copper
Products
elZinc, Rainbow Gold
Protect and Admaster
composite panel

Workmanship
The building is clad in elZinc Rainbow Gold Protect over a
thick Admaster composite panel deck, which Longworth
designed to provide both insulation and acoustic
attenuation, critical for a bar-restaurant located in a
residential area. Zinc in the roof areas is 0.7mm and 0.8mm
on the walls. The standing seams are at 430mm centres to
reduce waste from a 1m wide roll of the product.
Reid Architects originally specified KME Tecu Gold as the
cladding, a copper alloy also supplied by SIG Zinc and
Copper. However, the design team chose elZinc Rainbow
Gold Protect because of its properties that remain stable
and do not weather as heavily as the alternatives, which
is a critical factor on this exposed site in an area of heavy
rainfall.
Longworth used a team of installers from Glasgow to
work on the project from the mock-up of key junctions
and seams, to completion. This close-knit team had a
consistent working style that is reflected in the high-level of
workmanship and detailing across the roofs and walls.
Challenges
Battling the winter winds on the exposed docks, Longworth
developed a unique installation system, utilising specialist
mechanical handling and access equipment, which
involved working from a pontoon scaffold over the quay to
form the structure, which used 12m long, 500kg composite
sheets.
About Longworth
Longworth is one of the UK’s leading envelope contractors,
offering a complete turnkey service of design, installation
and project management. Over the years, we’ve become
renowned for being an industry innovator. Building on
our established reputation for being master craftsmen in
the use of traditional metal products such as zinc, copper
and stainless steel, since 1999 we have extended our skills
and expertise to cover the whole of the external building
envelope. And all to the highest of specifications.
www.longworth-uk.com

Roofing contractors often struggle
to maintain a solid reputation in a
difficult marketplace. Confidence
from consumers in roofing
contractors has dropped and the
hard work that roofing businesses
put in can be undone in an instant.
This means the work of the NFRC and the Roofing Awards
in particular is more relevant and important than ever.
Celebrating successes in our industry and demonstrating
that NFRC members are the right choice for consumers.
As the UK’s largest merchant of pitched, flat and industrial
roofing and cladding related products and services, we are
delighted to be supporting this amazing event.
Local support when you need it.
You need a local branch with the knowledge and
dedication to fully support your business. SIG Roofing has
over 100 branches with a Core Range of products always in
stock ready for when you need them.
ONE Warranty
You don’t have the time to be able to register your projects
with multiple suppliers for multiple different warranties.
If something goes wrong on a project, you want to have
a partner who can provide easy solutions to help your
business. One Warranty covers all your pitched and flat
roofing needs. It is easy to register, easy to warranty a
project and easy to claim. With a 15 year guarantee across
covering all parts of a roofing build up, you can offer your
customers extra reassurance that you are supported by a
FTSE 250 plc.
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SIG Design Technology
From initial design right through to installation, we can
help you design and build roofs that last, save energy and
look great.
You can benefit from:
— Impartial design expertise
— Product and installation training
— Accredited contractor scheme
— Product and workmanship guarantees
— On-site and technical support
SIG Industrial Roofing
When you require expert advice on ranges, products and
technical specifications, our industrial roofing centre can
offer:
—	Matching – sourcing discontinued products, match
profiles and colours
— Materials – identify products and quantities required
—	Deliveries – the quantities you need, at the place you
need them, at the time convenient for you
—	Advice and support – for technical a regulatory advice,
our team is here to support you all the way.
Own Label
We listen to your product requests and then develop
product ranges and solutions to solve those requests. We
only work with manufacturers that are well established and
have a proven quality track record. Our product ranges
include:
—	SIGA Natural Slate – setting the benchmark in natural
slate for roofing
— SIGA Heritage – reproducing natural beauty, perfectly
—	SIGnature Clay Tiles – Bringing together modern
technology and the skills of the traditional tile maker
—	TIL-R – Pitched roofing products designed to meet your
standards of useability, quality and price.
—	FIX-R – Flat roofing products designed to include
everything from traditional techniques to modern
product solutions
As your supply partner we aim to ensure everything we do
is tailored to make your working day easier.
To find out more
Please visit www.sigroofing.co.uk or @SIGRoofing
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ECIC are delighted to support the
Roofing Awards as they recognise
key achievements and best practice
within the roofing sector.

Our product, CompleteRoofer, is suitable for contractors
who specialise across a range of roofing areas such as
slating and tiling, flat and felt roofing, industrial sheeting
and liquid applied. It also extends to provide cover for
heritage roofing, lead, zinc and copper roofing as well as
green roofing and waterproof coatings.

Expect more.

Policy cover offers:
— Employers’ Liability
— Public and Products Liability
— Contractors’ All Risks
— All Risks Property
— Business Interruption
— Money
— Goods in Transit

ECIC is a specialist UK insurer providing insurance
solutions for the contracting market. We work closely with
the National Federation of Roofing Contractors (NFRC) to
offer a comprehensive package of insurance protection
to members of the NFRC and those registered as a
CompetentRoofer.

ECIC provides you with:
—	An insurance policy specifically designed for roofing
contractors
— Relevant and focused technical expertise
— Flexible terms
—	Insurance provided through independent regional
brokers
— Nine month interest-free direct debit instalment facility
—	Dedicated UK in-house claims team with a great track
record in customer claims satisfaction*
How do I get a quote?
Contact your ECIC Business Development Manager:
— Mark Wright (Scotland and North): 0330 221 0259
—	John Flaherty (West, Midlands and South):
0330 221 0258
ECIC
ECA Court, 24-26 South Park, Sevenoaks, Kent, TN13 1DU
Tel: 0330 221 0250
ecic@ecinsurance.co.uk
www.ecic.co.uk
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GET YOUR
STORY OUT

ON THE ROOFING TIMES
Complete roofing solutions
from BMI
Following the coming together of Icopal and Redland, BMI
is the UK and Ireland’s only manufacturer of both pitched
and flat roofing solutions, making us uniquely placed to
support any new-build or renovation roofing project.
From initial discussions right through to final sign off, BMI
delivers end-to-end solutions and support that are custom
built to exceed expectations:
Specification expertise for every roof
Through our nationwide network of Technical Specification
Managers, we offer a complete roofing design and
specification service, with industry-leading warranted
solutions.

Manufacture
Icopal’s waterproofing technology and building protection
delivers world-class products for a wide range of public,
private and commercial properties. Redland produces
market leading quality, engineers roofing materials to
ensure unrivalled performance for all residential and
commercial pitched roofs.
Local project support
To ensure that specification become a reality our Area
Sales Managers are experts in their field, focusing on either
flat or pitched roofing to provide supply chain support for
Redland and Icopal roofing projects.
BMI is committed to excellence in roofing and supporting
a new generation of roofers through our Apprentice of
the Year competition, which every year puts young roofers
through their paces and showcases their talents. This is
why we are delighted to support the UK Roofing Awards
2019, which celebrates the best in roofing.

Dedicated to news, views and opinions
from the UK roofing industry.
www.roofingtimes.co.uk
The Roofing Times is the NFRC’s very
own news and insights website, with best
practice, case studies from the world
of roofing and beyond. With a monthly
e-newsletter that goes out to both NFRC
members and anyone that subscribes, it
is a fantastic chance for NFRC members
to get their stories out to the wider world.

Industry-leading training
The BMI National Training Centre and our network of local
training resources offer training across flat and pitched
roofing, to ensure that contractors can install our roofing
systems with confidence.

Have you completed a roofing project
that you’re proud of? Are you adopting
innovative approaches to getting a
job done? Are you supporting a new
generation of roofers into the industry?
If you’ve a story to share, then get in
touch with editor@roofingtimes.co.uk.
www.roofingtimes.co.uk
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UK Roofing Awards
2019
Join us again at this glittering afternoon awards ceremony on
Friday 10 Mayat the InterContinental London at the O2.
To find out more and book your place
Visit www.roofingawards.co.uk

Sponsorship
opportunities
With around 800 guests attending the UK Roofing Awards 2018 and
coverage in the trade press, the event is the perfect way to raise your
brand awareness.
To learn more about sponsorship opportunities
Contact janelenny@nfrc.co.uk

